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Two years ago on this day we had a full moon.

The moon and earth in that full moon were positioned at 19 Sagittarius,
the heavenly hosts of astrology.

The sun was at 19 Gemini, the heavenly hosts of personal ritual, as it is
today.
Two years ago, on that beautiful full moon, Jupiter stationed direct at 14
Libra,
the heavenly hosts of song.
We were encouraged to sing the songs of our hearts!
The north node, the direction of that full moon chart, was 28 Leo,
the heavenly hosts of the elements.
Keep in mind the elements refer to fire, air, water, and earth,
which in turn refer to will, mind, emotions, and sensations.

Exactly two years ago, we received divine help to guide and master our
own wills,
our own minds,
our own emotions,
and our own sensations in deep meditation within.
Saturn was at 25 Sagittarius, the heavenly hosts of silence.
We learned that we must go within, listen to the silence within,
find the kingdom of heaven within.

La ley de Uno
Cuando Uno está herido, Todos estamos heridos
Cuando Uno está bendecido, Todos estamos bendecidos
Por lo tanto, en el nombre de El Sagrado, mi Dios, yo soy presencia
Quien es uno con todo lo que es
Quien es Todopoderoso, Amoroso y Sabio
Pido sólo que el bien de las alturas de todos los involucrados,

se manifieste justo aquí y ahora y en cada dimensión y en cada línea de
tiempo
Doy gracias de que esté pasando ahora.

Blazing our heart of love,
going within,
we find our sacred dream,
and dream it awake!

19 degrees Gemini

The Angels of Personal Ritual
Also known as
The Angels
of

Debam

Beloved,
We are the heavenly masters of mystical ceremonies, especially
personal ones.
Many times personal rituals include gesticulation, movements, and
spontaneous
prayers and songs spoken from the heart.
When people feel inspired to perform loving individual rituals or
ceremonies for the highest good of all,
we make sure that their natural flows of creative energy connect with

the entire spectrum of help from Divine Being, which is omnipresent.
We especially work through emotion and gestures, which shape
magnetic energy to attract miracles.
We inspire the sons and daughters of divine being to find and
accept the inner self, love the inner self, be who they are and vibe in
their own energy.
From that place of peace and love, they will always spark change
even with their most simple interactions
Here is one of our stories:

FUNNEL OF GRACE
Once upon a time a lady named Mary, who deeply cared for the earth,
experienced a miracle.
She often would call on her Guardian Angel for help with her prayers
when she became deeply worried about what she heard in the news.
Newspapers and news on television had depressed her so deeply that
often she felt that she must do something to heal creation.
Too much suffering and war, too much dishonesty, denial, rampant
aggression and insatiable greed in high places, too much harm to the
environment,
poverty, and other bad news, everything taken together, had driven her
to increasingly lead a life of deep prayer.
One day after hearing particularly troubling news about the
environment,
inner guidance told her to drive to the mountains north of the city.
She saw an inner vision of herself standing on a high peak and praying
more deeply than she ever had before.
She followed her intuition, and found herself going down narrow dirt
roads winding around mountains that she had never been on before.
Finally she spied a perfectly shaped conical mountain standing

somewhat
apart from the others.
She felt a powerful energy spiraling from it, and all around it.
She knew that this was the very mountain that she had seen in her
mind’s eye.
As she hiked up to the top, she felt extraordinary power.
It was as if she had entered an ancient interdimensional portal.
It reminded her of reading about a NASA funded research project
that discovered the existence of
unexplained portals between the Earth and the Sun.
She stood high overlooking valleys all around.
The wind whistled sharply in her face.
Her heart was beating strongly with Divine Love for the earth, for the
animals, and the whole human race.
As she stood there pummeled by the wind, she asked God
why humanity could not figure out how to use all the vast sums of money
and technology to create peace and heal the earth.
The deep spiritual need of divine happiness, abundance, and harmony,
of the entire earth,
coursed through her being
as she stood on this ancient outpost in the midst of nature.
She closed her eyes, and began to pray to Universal Consciousness on
behalf of all sentient life.

She was just one person, standing on the roof of the world, alone with
God and the angels and eternity.
How should she go about this?
Searching deeply within for guidance, she closed her eyes, took off her
shoes, and surrendered to Omnipresent Divine Providence.
The Angels of Debam came to help her.

Her breathing deepened.
Ancient currents of energy rose up from the mountain through her feet.
Inwardly she clearly saw many generations of native people,
who had been on this very ridge to pray,
surrounding her.
The fingers on her right hand began drumming against her thigh.
Suddenly she felt herself turning and spinning on one foot, the other
foot thumping down over and over in strong rhythmic beats.
Her spinning heightened the natural vortex around the mountain,
turning it into an amazing vortex of Light and Love,
moving energy from the earth to heaven in one direction of spinning,
and when she turned and spun in the other way the vortex balanced the
energy,
attracting light and love from heaven to earth.
In her soul, she shivered, as she felt the spirit and soul of Gaia,
the earth, joining her.
Together they asked for the highest good of all in creation,on every
level,
physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual.
The foot that was thumping awakened many beings of the earth,
rousing them and filling them with light.
Ancient chants came into her imagination and she felt a strong urge to
sing loudly, to lift up her voice.
Overcoming shy hesitation, she began to sing.

Her heart exploded in divine love, as lights from the highest realms
poured down.
Tears flowed down her cheeks.
Oh how beloved is this diamond planet!
All of her pent up love and longing for spiritual perfection and beauty
flooded through the sound currents of her voice.
She raised her left arm up to heaven, and as she sang, she felt
Angels descending on waves of light to earth.
She held her right hand out over the earth, sending divine light and
angels through it to bless all.
Round and round she spun, singing with heavenly angels, filling the
earth with Light and Love.

She sang and she sang and she sang.
Her body sometimes paused in stillness with palms together.
At other times she knelt on the earth with palms on the ground, light
flowing through them.
She would rise and face the four directions, chants and sounds rising in
beautiful cadence,
her whole being invoking and blessing the elements of each direction.

She and the heavenly hosts healed and blessed the earth and all who
lived upon her.
Great beings from many times sang hymns of joy.
A stillness came over the mountain.
Her light body shimmered in divine rapture.
The wind completely died down.
A small bird flew over her head, almost touching her hair.
Around and around it flew, passing so closely once that its wingtips
brushed her face.
Finally she knelt to the ground, putting her forehead on the earth,
feeling herself merge and become one with all creation,
completely spent, spreading her arms out with palms down.
The earth was rejoicing,
and restored her energy,
and healed her and all others through many timelines.
Ancient memories filled her with such poignant beauty and promises
that
she would never be the same.
She lay there for a long time in oneness with the earth, the sun set and
night began.
Divine Love of the forests, the children, the animals, and the sea
flowed omnipresently through all.
She saw healing of the past, the present, and the future for everyone.
All were united in love.
A new reality was dawning.
She fell asleep.
After a while a bird sang and woke her.
Raising her head, she noticed that night was turning into dawn.
Out of the corner of her eye, in the pale predawn light, a tree began to
take on the form of an ancient Indian Chief.
Out of the corner of the other eye, a swirling mist began to form.
The Indian and the mist were telling her that the heavenly hosts had
indeed done their work and the earth was indeed being healed!
She spent the rest of the morning wandering through the forest in
bliss, taking a bath in a beautiful waterfall.
Strands of Light, shimmering with unconditional divine love,
surrounded her.
In the afternoon she drove slowly back to town.

She felt glorious and free of any burden.
Later when she saw the news,
she could see that people were waking up.
Many people were turning to a higher power in their lives.
Her prayers and theirs joined together like a mighty flood,
releasing Grace and Mercy throughout all creation.
She knew without a doubt that everything was being exposed and
corrections made.
The power structures of those who had secretly operated out of greed
and lust for power were finally being transformed,
all harm recognized, and antidotes found and applied.
Even they were responding to the power of Divine Love.
It was inevitable.
Power was moving from fear and ignorance to the wise frequency of The
Law of One,
the highest good of all.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation, and is the supreme Law
over all laws in all dimensions.
THE LAW OF ONE
We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM,
and I AM one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen.
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!

So it is.
**
**+**
Darkness was turning into light.

The dawning of a better time was here.
Days went by and more and more of the news was positive.
The balance of power was so clearly shifting.
Sustainable technology was replacing the old.
Ancient and modern feuds were being healed through compassionate
communications.
The tide was definitely turning.
Increasingly she saw that ecosystems, forests and seas were
protected, devastated areas were restored, animal rights put in place.
Governments changed.
The whole world, country by country, adopted The Law of One,
and common law,
and people were sovereign and free.
Tremendous abundance was released and people everywhere went
about
setting their houses in order,
learning to live according to the original purity of all ideas in
Divine Mind.
The ancient prophets were right.
The Golden Age was arriving.
MIRACLES
D-E-B-A-M
D…We reveal all knowledge of the mysteries of creative expression among
humans
This is the divine virtue of creativity, letter D.
E…in order to manifest cosmic consciousness into refined ritualistic forms,
This is the divine virtue of omnipresence of Divine Consciousness.
Divine Consciousness is everywhere present, letter E.
B…by perfect mastery of and insight into the most profound
mysteries of the physical world.
This is the divine virtue of universal life, of polarity in all its
forms, and mastery over will and feeling, life and death.
A and umlaut A, ae…We inspire creative artistic expression and
mystic abilities in order to heal the mind, and attune it to Divine Mind.
This is the divine virtue of wisdom and enlightenment, understanding
the original purity of all ideas, letter A, soft A as in ahhh.
We help with the release of imperfection for changes into other states
that are the highest good of all concerned,
This is the virtue of life and death and transformation, umlaut A, ae.
M…and heal emotions through controlling fluidity of movement in
all spheres of action in complete atunement with Divine Love.
The divine virtue of feelings of fluidity and change, of magnetism and water,
letter M.

The melody of the letters of our name are the notes ofC, D, A, G, C, and D.
MIRACLES

D… This letter is the sound of the virtue of the mastery of the
mysteries of creation.
Mastering this virtue gives the understanding that the same laws apply
to the microcosm and the macrocosm.
“As above, so below.
By meditating on this virtue the highest wisdom is gained in regard to
creation in both the inner and outer worlds, in the personal inner
universe and the outer universes.
In the intellect a person attains the profoundest cognition with
regard to the ego-consciousness. “I and the Father are One.”
In the feelings, the understanding of love in all of its aspects is
perfected. Love is the greatest force, and with love all can be healed
and transmuted.
On the material plane the mastery of fertility and everything that has
to do with procreation is attained.
The color of this virtue is dark blue. The musical note is C. The
element is Fire so it has the sensation of warmth and heat. The right
ear is created from this virtue.

Miracles
*

*
*
**
***
*
*
Footnotes:

The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah, which is a
very ancient set of teachings which together form a common precursor, or
root, of three of the world's religions: Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host
in the zone girdling the earth, and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name. This name is a key to
their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, or sections in the angel messages are quoted or
paraphrased from the books of Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is
referenced from THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are referenced
from THE KEY TO THE TRUE QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany. These books have
very important information for these studies.
The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a
preparatory book for the others. Franz Bardon's last autobiographical
book, "Frabato the Magician", gives historical background and was
compiled by his German publisher from notes written by Franz Bardon.
THESE BOOKS MAY BE PURCHASED FROM
www.amazon.com

If you have these, it might be helpful to read Frabato the Magician first, with
appendixes,
and then read appendixes from the other three for background.

Books on emotional healing by Dennis Linn, Sheila Linn and Matt Linn
are recommended. Also recommended: THE PRIMAL REVOLUTION [this one is
easiest to understand] and THE NEW PRIMAL SCREAM, by Dr. Arthur Janov,
and any books by William R. Emerson Ph.D, and Raphael Cushnir.
There are many wonderful emotional healing books available by many authors.

Feel free to share these messages.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation, and is the supreme Law
over all laws in all dimensions.
THE LAW OF ONE

We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM,
and I AM one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen.
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!
**+**
Sing the songs of your heart!
*
*
*
**
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